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Msgr. Pat Stilla

? ? ? CHILDREN’S FUN QUIZ ? ?
“Who are the Saints in these pictures?” ?
? ?
? ?
(answers are at the bottom of page 2)
1. We know that this is a picture of Mary,
the Mother of Jesus because:
a. the colour, blue, is often used to represent
Mother Mary
b. she looks beautiful but sad.
c. Mary always spreads out her arms.
2. We know that this picture represents
Saint Joseph because,
a. he has a round circle around his head (a halo).
b. he looks old.
c. he has a beard and is holding the baby Jesus.
3. In pictures of Saint Peter, he is usually
holding 2 keys in his hands because,
a. he loved to hold keys when he was fishing.
b. Jesus gave him the keys of heaven.
c. he was always losing the keys to his house.
4. This is the Pope’s flag. The keys
on it remind us that,
a. the Pope takes the place of St. Peter.
b. keys are very important to the Pope.
c. Rome, where the Pope lives, is called
the “City of Keys” .

5. Saint Andrew is usually pictured with a
cross shaped like an “X” because,
a. he made many mistakes (“X’s”) in his life.
b. “X” was Saint Andrew’s favourite letter
in the alphabet.
c. he died on a cross shaped like an “X”.
6. Saint Andrew’s “X” shaped cross
is on the flag of the Province of:
a. Prince Edward Island.
b. Nova Scotia
c. British Columbia.

7. This is St. Margaret of Scotland.
We know that she was a queen because,
a. she looks like Queen Elizabeth.
b. she is holding a prayer book.
c. she is wearing a crown.
8. This is a picture of Saint Mother
Teresa. She is a special Saint because,
a. she gave poor children food and clothes.
b. she loved expensive dresses.
c. she stayed in Church all day long.

Correct Answers
1. a 2. c 3. b 4. a 5. c 6. b 7. c 8. a

